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About This Game

Space Wars is an exciting high action 2D space shooter developed in the Unity 3D engine. It is exciting in the classical sense
with power-ups, high-scores, scrolling backgrounds, and tons of enemy ships. Features include homing missiles, bubble shields,
laser beams, and many more. It is an exciting game that is challenging but also fair. It is your job to restore peace and prosperity
to galaxy X and defeat the Tyrannical Empire. Only the true heroes will prevail from this bullet hell!!!!! Instructions to play: F

key to fire weapons and arrow keys to move ship. Enjoy!!!!!
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This is literally the best game ever! Love every aspect of it! Music, graphics, game-play! Everything is so cool and funny!.
Downloading songs from the DLC library is a pain in the neck! Takes forever to get them. Once again I just spent about 13
bucks for songs and have been waiting for over an hhour to get them into the program....this is pure bs. have been using
Rocksmith for a few years now and always give it kudos but my patience is growing thinner with each purchase.. this game is
not fun at all.. This game looks promising!

Like the other reviews, I'm impressed by what's been acomplished here by a two man team. It's a fun little arena style game, but
in it's current form is probably no more than a quick distraction than something I could play for hours. However, that doesn't
mean that I couldn't play this for hours once it's had some of the rough edges rounded out!. F**king blinds. After playing this
game for about 5 minutes I want to kill myself
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Not a fan of the survival genre, but I am enjoying playing this game a lot!
Love how the gameplay changes with the day-night cycle. Art and music are top-notch.

I think it is worth giving it a try even if survival isn't your thing.
Must play for anyone who liked Kingdom : New Lands!

. Lets call it easy, its a hack n slash pvp with the now so popular stamina aspect

Pros:
Fast paced combat
You can pick any weapon and style you want and change it when at any time
Comes with pve, nice tutorials and pvp as principal game mode

Cons:
It has a wide amount of bugs which u mainly will see in the pve
The playerbase is small (Transition from b2p to f2p was 3 days ago)

At all its a nice game which you will highly enjoy with friends, the devs are really on this to make of it a great game but theres
no publicity for the game go grow widely, so if you want to help this game you dont need to put money on it, just tell ur friends
about it and kill some damn maze users >:c. If you love strategy games and space than I would recommend this for you in my
opinion the only bad thing is the hour long tutorial and the fact that you might need to run through it twice to understand it.. This
game is your typical RPG game. Everything is standard to these kinds of games and you go in getting what you expect.
However, this game felt like it was in slow motion, everything was so slow. Movement didn't seem exactly in sync with the
speed I like it at and during combat you always had to wait for a ♥♥♥♥ing bar which was bascially like your attack speed. That
bar made the game ♥♥♥♥♥♥, combat took forever, takes ages to slay a bunch of little rats, just flat out annoying. The worse
part was there was no setting to have "quick combat" so it didn't take forever to grind mobs. Other than that, the game tries hard
to deliver and tries to put elements of humor into it. Some of it worked, some of it didn't. On another note, the game was quite
linear in the sense that side characters pretty much didn't do♥♥♥♥♥♥ Overall this game is on the right track, but not worthy of
being on steam being sold like this already.

Rating 5.5/10. Amazingly played and thoughtout great game
. This game is seriously awesome! It's similar to SMB1, but with some element differences. The main one being that Marisa
gradually grows. Rather than just having a big and small form, Marisa grows another head tall depending on how many
mushrooms she has. At four heads, she gets a projectile move, and at 8 heads, she is temporarily large enough to charge through
everything, similar to the mega mushroom from the Mario series.

I really love the art style of this game. The pixel art is extremely vibrant, cute, and detailed. The music is fun, upbeat, and
matches the mood of every level! This sort of variety in game styles is really why I started to like Touhou. Marisaland Legacy is
a fun, unique, and cute take on an age-old classic like SMB1. I would recommend it to anyone!. Garbage mobile game, avoid
this crap. Refunded.

My Score - 0\/10. Preconstructed Decks:
TG Deck:
- 3x Synchro Boost
- 3x TGX1-HL
- 3x TGX300
- 3x Gravity Collapse
- 3x TG-SX1
- 3x TG1-EM1
- 3x TGX3-DX2
- 3x Cockadoodledoo
- 3x T.G. Catapult Dragon
- 3x T.G. Cyber Magician
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- 3x T.G. Jet Falcon
- 3x T.G. Rush Rhino
- 3x T.G. Striker
- 3x T.G. Warwolf
- 3x T.G. Blade Blaster
- 3x T.G. Halberd Cannon
- 3x T.G. Hyper Librarian
- 3x T.G. Power Gladiator
- 3x T.G. Recipro Dragonfly
- 3x T.G. Wonder Magician

Vylon Deck:
- 3x Vylon Component
- 3x Vylon Element
- 3x Vylon Filament
- 3x Vylon Material
- 3x Vylon Matter
- 3x Vylon Polytope
- 3x Vylon Segment
- 3x Metaion, the Timelord
- 3x Sephylon, the Ultimate Timelord
- 3x Vylon Charge
- 3x Vylon Cube
- 3x Vylon Hept
- 3x Vylon Ohm
- 3x Vylon Pentachloro
- 3x Vylon Sphere
- 3x Vylon Tesseract
- 3x Vylon Vanguard
- 3x Vylon Alpha
- 3x Vylon Delta
- 3x Vylon Epsilon
- 3x Vylon Omega
- 3x Vylon Sigma
- 3x Vylon Disigma

Campaign Duels:
- Yusei Fudo vs Antinomy
- Yusei Fudo vs Zone

Duelist Challenges:
- Antinomy
- Zone
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